Finally, a cure for hanger tilt!

After repeated use, most vertical strap roller hangers will start to tilt due to the force of the hangers striking against the track stops.

The hangers are not bending. Instead, the hanger mounting bolts are moving just a bit, and pushing against the mounting holes in the door.

Goldberg Brothers Roller Hanger Stabilizers mount to the top of the door, behind both hangers. They significantly reduce or even eliminate hanger tilt by supporting the hangers and taking much of the force of impact away from the hanger mounting bolts.

Roller Hanger Stabilizers keep your barn doors looking as good as when they were first installed.

- Works with most vertical strap roller hangers
- Standard size 2¼”x1½”x⅛”
- Shutter size 2¼”x⅝”x⅛”
- Sold in pairs, with 1½” mounting screws
- Available in 16 powder coat colors or unfinished
- Standard size also available in stainless steel
- Quick and easy to install
- Barely visible when viewed from below

Replace the * in the SKU with the code for the desired powder coat color.
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